Fiction:

All the Days of Summer: A Novel - Nancy Thayer
In Memoriam - Alice Winn
Little Paula: A Novel - V. C. Andrews,
Mother of the Bride Murder - Leslie Meier,
No Two Persons - Erica Bauermeister,
The Brilliance of Stars - J'nell Ciesielski
The Celebrants: A Novel - Steven Rowley
The Guest: A Novel - Emma Cline
The Old Lion: A Novel of Theodore Roosevelt - Jeff Shaara

Non-Fiction:

Allergic: Our Irritated Bodies in a Changing World - Theresa MacPhail
The Summer of 1876: Outlaws, Lawmen, and Legends in the Season that Defined the American West - Chris Wimmer
Y’all Eat Yet?: Welcome to the Pretty B*tchin’ Kitchen - Miranda Lambert